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Multi-type algebras are special kinds of heterogeneous algebras [1] which can be represented
as the corresponding single-type algebras and vice versa. The motivation for studying this
kind of mathematical structure comes from algebraic proof theory. In [4], it is showed that
the algorithm ALBA can be used to transform analytic inductive formulas into rules of display
calculus which satisfy the premises of Belnap’s cut-elimination theorem. However, there are
many important logics whose axioms are not analytic inductive, and cut-free display calculus can
not be provided for them by using ALBA directly. In order to settle this problem, the multi-
type methodology is introduced which represents single-type axiomatizations as multi-type
axiomatizations where axioms in the multi-type languages are all analytic inductive formulas.
This methodology has been applied successfully to semi De Morgan logic [2], linear logic [5],
logic of bilattices [3] and so on, whose axioms are not analytic inductive. In this paper, we
introduce general definitions for both single-type and multi-type algebras and homomorphisms
on them. We define a functor from the category of multi-type algebras to the category of
single-type algebras and vice versa and show categorical equivalence of those two categories.

We first introduce the general definition of multi-type algebras and homomorphisms on
them.

A multi-type algebraic language is a tuple L = (L1,L2, h, e) where L1 and L2 are sets of
function symbols and h and e are two unary function symbols. A multi-type L-algebra is a tuple
A = (A,B, h, e) such that: (1) A is an L1-algebra and B is an L2-algebra. (2) h : A → B is a
unary surjective map and e : B → A is a unary injective map. (3) For any α1, · · · , αn ∈ B and
n-ary f ∈ L1 ∩ L2, f

B(α1, · · · , αn) = hfA(e(α1), · · · , e(αn)). Let A1 = (A1,B1, h1, e1) and
A2 = (A2,B2, h2, e2) be any multi-type L-algebras. A multi-type homomorphism between A1

and A2 is a pair F = (FA, FB) of maps such that: (1) FA : A1 → A2 and FB : B1 → B2 are
homomorphisms. (2) FB ◦ h1 = h2 ◦ FA and FA ◦ e1 = e2 ◦ FB.

Now we are ready to define the single-type representation of multi-type algebras and the
multi-type representation of single-type algebras.

Definition 1. Let L = (L1,L2, h, e) be a multi-type algebraic language and L3 = (L2 − L1),
the single-type representation of L is L+ = L1 ∪ L3 ∪ {e ◦ h}. Given a multi-type L-algebra
A = (A,B, h, e), the single-type representation of A is A+ = (A, {fA+ | f ∈ L3}, e◦h) such that

for any n-ary fi ∈ L3 and a, a1, · · · , an ∈ A, f
A+

i (a1, · · · , an) := efB
i (h(a1), · · · , h(a1)). Let

A1 = (A1,B1, h, e) and A2 = (A2,B2, h, e) be any multi-type L-algebras and F = (FA, FB) :
A1 → A2 be any multi-type homomorphism, the single-type representation of F is F+ : A1+ →
A2+ defined by F+(a) := FA(a) for any a ∈ A1.

Given a single-type algebra, there are different ways of representing it as a multi-type algebra
which depends on which operators we want to keep, to destroy or to rebuild on kernels. In order
to divide our algebraic language properly, we introduce the notion of parameter.

Definition 2. Let L be an algebraic language. A parameter on L is a tuple P = (L1,L2, σ)
such that L = L1∪L2∪{σ} and L1, L2 and {σ} are pairwise disjoint. An L-algebra C is called
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P-algebra if for any a, a1, · · · , an ∈ C and n-ary f ∈ L, σσ(a) = a and σf(σ(a1), · · · , σ(an)) =
f(a1, · · · , an).

Now we are ready to give the multi-type representation of a single-type algebra relative to
a parameter.

Definition 3. Let L be an algebraic language, P = (L1,L2, σ) be a parameter on L and C be
any P-algebra. The multi-type representation of L relative to P is L+ = (L1,L2, h, e). The
multi-type representation of C is C+ = (A,B, h, e) such that: (1) A is the L1-reduct of C.
(2) h : A → B and e : B → A such that for any a ∈ A and α ∈ σ(A), h(a) := σ(a) and
e(α) := α. (3) B = (σ[A], {fB | f ∈ L}) such that for any n-ary f ∈ L and α1, ...αn ∈ σ[A],
fB(α1, ..., αn) := hfC(e(α1), ..., e(αn)). Let C1,C2 be any L-algberas and F : C1 → C2 be any
homomorphism. Let Ci

+ = (Ai,Bi, hi, ei) for i ∈ {1, 2}. The multi-type representation of F
is F+ = (FA, FB) from C1

+ to C2
+, where FA : A1 → A2 and FB : B1 → B2 such that for

any a ∈ A1 and α ∈ B1, F
A(a) := F (a) and FB(α) := h2 ◦ F ◦ e1(α).

Now we are ready to establish the categorical equivalence between single-type and multi-type
algebras.

Given a multi-type algebraic language L = (L1,L2, h, e), CatL denotes the category of
multi-type L-algebras and multi-type homomorphisms between them, and CatL+

denotes the
category of P-algebras and homomorphisms between them, where P = (L1,L2, e ◦ h) is the
parameter on algebraic language L+. SL : CatL → CatL+ is a functor such that for any
A, F ∈ CatL, SL(A) := A+ and SL(F ) := F+. ML : CatL+

→ CatL is a functor such that for
any C, F ∈ CatL+

, ML(C) := C+ and ML(F ) := F+.
Given an algebraic language L and a parameter P = (L1,L2, σ) on L. CatL denotes the

category of P-algebras and homomorphisms between them, and CatL+ denotes the category of
multi-type L+-algebras and multi-type homomorphisms between them. ML : CatL → CatL+ is
a functor such that for any C, F ∈ CatL, ML(C) := C+ and ML(F ) := F+. SL : CatL+ → CatL
is a functor such that for any A, F ∈ CatL+ , SL(A) := A+ and SL(F ) := F+.

According to definitions above, we can prove categorical equivalence between category of
single-type algebras and category of multi-type algebras as stated the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let L be a multi-type algebraic language, then SL : CatL → CatL+ and ML :
CatL+ → CatL forms a categorical equivalence between them. Let L be an algebraic language
and P be a parameter on L, then ML : CatL → CatL+ and SL : CatL+ → CatL forms a
categorical equivalence between them.
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